Uptown Funk – Mark Ronson
(Key of Dm, 116 BPM) – Rev (4th bar outro) 2/3/15

I  Acc: [(doh,2,3,4-doh) (doh,doh-doh,doh,doh-doh)]-4x
   [Claps on 2 & 4]-8x; 5th bar - Add Gtr: (Dm7) (G7) (Dm7)
   (1, 2, 3, whole band: Dm7=Dm7)

V1 (Drums)-8X “This hit that ice cold Michelle Pfeiffer…”

Pre-C  “I’m too hot (hot damn), called a police and a fireman…”
   Add band: [(Dm7) (G7)]-4X

C  “Girls hit you hallelujah (who), girls hit you hallelujah…”
   (D, Drums)(Drums)-3X (-D, -D#, -E, -F) (-F#,-G,-G#,-A)
   (-A#, -B, -C, -C#) (D, 2, 3, Dm7=Dm7)

Horn Fill  “Don’t believe me, just watch”-2x; B/U: “Doh’s”
   [(Dm7) (G7) (Dm7) (G7,2,3-G7=G7, G7=G7=G7=G7)]-2X
   “Don’t believe me just watch”-3x
   Band: (1,2,3-G7=G7, G7=G7=G7=G7)-3X
   “Hey,hey,hey,Oh” (Drums)

V2  “Stop... Wait a minute; Fill my cup, put some liquor in it…”
   (Dm7) (Drums)-7X

Pre-C  “I’m too hot (hot damn), called a police and a fireman…”
   Add band: [(Dm7) (G7)]-4X

C  “Girls hit you hallelujah (who), girls hit you hallelujah…”
   (D, Drums)(Drums)-3X (-D,-D#,-E,-F) (-F#,-G,-G#,-A)
   (-A#,-B,-C,-C#) (D, 2, 3, Dm7=Dm7)

Horn Fill (same)  “Don’t believe me, just watch”-5x; B/U: “Doh’s; “Hey..Oh”

V3  “Before we leave I’m a tell y’all a lil’ something…”
   “Doh”s, bass, drums:[(Dm7) (G7)]-6X Band:[(Dm7) (G7)]-4X

Horn Fill (same)  “Don’t believe me, just watch”-5x; B/U: “Doh’s; “Hey..Oh”
   *Last bar of Horn Fill: (D, D, D, D=D)

Outro  “Up-town funk you up, uptown funk you (say what?)”—4x
   (Dm7) (G7) (Dm7) (D-D, D-D, A=C=D=F, -D)
   (Dm7) (G7) (Dm7) (D-C, B-A, F-G, G=F)
   (Dm7) (G7) (Dm7) (D-D, D-D, A=C=D=F, -D)
   (Dm7) (G7) (Dm7) (Dm7=Dm7=Dm7=Dm7,
   2=Dm7-&= Dm7, Dm7=Dm7, Dm7!)